Series Fiction for the Young Adult Reader

*Artemis Fowl* by Eoin Colfer
- Book 1: *Artemis Fowl*
- Book 2: *Artemis Fowl: The Arctic Incident*
- Book 3: *Artemis Fowl: The Eternity Code*
- Book 4: *Artemis Fowl: The Files*

*Daughter of the Lioness* by Tamora Pierce
- Book 1: *Trickster's Choice*
- Book 2: *Trickster's Queen*
- Book 3: *Trickster's Bet*

*Daughters of the Moon* by Lynne Ewing
- Book 1: *Goddess of the Night*
- Book 2: *Into the Cold Fire*
- Book 3: *Night Shade*
- Book 4: *The Secret Scroll*
- Book 5: *The Sacrifice*
- Book 6: *Lost One, The*
- Book 7: *Moon Demon*
- Book 8: *Possession*
- Book 9: *The Choice*
- Book 10: *The Talisman*
- Book 11: *The Prophecy*
- Book 12: *The Becoming*

*Endless Quest*
- Book 1: *Dungeon of Dread* by Rose Estes
- Book 2: *Mountain of Mirrors* by Rose Estes
- Book 3: *Pillars of Pentegarn* by Rose Estes
- Book 4: *Return to Brookmere* by Rose Estes
- Book 5: *Revolt of the Dwarves* by Rose Estes
- Book 6: *Revenge of the Rainbow Dragons* by Rose Estes
- Book 7: *Hero of Washington Square* by Rose Estes
- Book 8: *Villains of Volturnus* by Jean Blashfield
- Book 9: *Robbers and Robots* by Mike Carr
- Book 10: *Circus of Fear* by Rose Estes
- Book 11: *Spell of the Winter Wizard* by Linda Lowery
- Book 12: *Light on Quests Mountain* by Mary Kirchoff
- Book 13: *Dragon of Doom* by Rose Estes
- Book 14: *Raid on Nightmare Castle* by Catherine McGuire
- Book 15: *Under Dragon's Wing* by John Kendall
- Book 16: *Dragon's Ransom* by Laura French
- Book 17: *Captive Planet* by Morris Simon
- Book 18: *King's Quest* by Tom McGowen
- Book 19: *Conan the Undaunted* by James Ward
- Book 20: *Conan and the Prophecy* by Roger Moore
- Book 21: *Duel of the Masters* by Chris Martindale
- Book 22: *Endless Catacombs* by Margaret Weis
- Book 23: *Blade of the Young Samurai* by Morris Simon
- Book 24: *Trouble on Artule* by Catherine McGuire
- Book 25: *Conan the Outlaw* by Roger Moore
- Book 26: *Tarzan and the Well of Slaves* by Douglas Niles
- Book 27: *Lair of the Lich* by Bruce Algozin
Book 28: *Mystery of the Ancients* by Morris Simon
Book 29: *Tower of Darkness* by Regina Fultz
Book 30: *Fireseed* by Morris Simon
Book 31: *Tarzan and the Tower of Diamonds* by Richard Reinsmith
Book 32: *Prisoner of Elderwood* by Bruce Algozin
Book 33: *Knights of Illusion* by Mary Kirchoff
Book 34: *Claw of the Dragon* by Bruce Algozin
Book 35: *Vision of Doom* by Mary Kirchoff
Book 36: *Song of the Dark Druid* by Josepha Sherman

**Endless Quest - Second Series**
Book 1: *Dungeon of Fear* by Michael Andrews
Book 2: *Castle of the Undead* by Nick Baron
Book 3: *Secret of the Djinn* by Jean Rabe
Book 4: *Siege of the Tower* by Kem Antilles
Book 5: *A Wild Ride* by Louis Anderson
Book 6: *Forest of Darkness* by Michael Andrews
Book 7: *American Knights* by Nick Pollotta
Book 8: *Night of the Tiger* by Jean Rabe
Book 9: *Galactic Challenge* by Allen Varney
Book 10: *Bigby’s Curse* by Anne Brown
Book 11: *The 24-Hour War* by Nick Pollotta
Book 12: *The Test* by Wes Nicholson
Book 13: *Sands of Deception* by Jean Rabe

**EverWorld** by K.A. Applegate
Book 1: *Search for Senna*
Book 2: *Land of Loss*
Book 3: *Enter the Enchanted*
Book 4: *Realm of the Reaper*
Book 5: *Discover the Destroyer*

**Harry Potter Series** by J.K. Rowling
Book 1: *Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone*
Book 2: *Harry Potter And The Chamber Of Secrets*
Book 3: *Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban*
Book 4: *Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire*
Book 5: *Harry Potter and The Order of the Phoenix*
Book 6: *Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince*
Here Comes Heavenly by Todd Strasser
Book 1: Here Comes Heavenly
Book 2: Dance Magic
Book 3: Pastabilities
Book 4: Spell Danger

His Dark Materials by Philip Pullman
Book 1: The Golden Compass
Book 2: The Subtle Knife
Book 3: The Amber Spyglass

New Adventure Series
Book 1: Temple of the Dragonslayer by Tim Waggoner
Book 2: The Dying Kingdom by Stephen D. Sullivan
Book 3: The Dragon Well by Dan Willis
Book 4: Return of the Sorceress by Tim Waggoner
Book 5: Dragon Sword by Ree Soesbee
Book 6: Dragon Day by Stan Brown

Pendragon: An Adventure Through Time and Space by D. J. MacHale
Book 1: The Merchant of Death
Book 2: The Lost City of Faar
Book 3: The Never War
Book 4: The Reality Bug
Book 5: Black Water

Point Fantasy
Book 1: Book of Enchantments by Patricia Wrede
Book 2: Dragonslayer's Apprentice by David Calder
Book 3: More Minds by Carol Matas

Book 4: Of Two Minds by Carol Matas
Book 5: Princess Nevermore by Dian Curtis Regan
Book 6: Shadow of the Red Moon by Walter Dean Myers

Song of the Lioness by Tamora Pierce
Book 1: Alanna: The First Adventure
Book 2: In the Hand of the Goddess
Book 3: The Woman Who Rides Like a Man
Book 4: Lioness Rampant

Sons of the Dark by Lynne Ewing
Book 1: Barbarian
Book 2: Escape
Book 3: Outcast

The Books of Magic by Carla Jablonski
Book 1: The Invitation
Book 2: Bindings
Book 3: The Children's Crusade
Book 4: Consequences
Book 5: Lost Places

The Claidi Journals by Tanith Lee
Book 1: Wolf Tower
Book 2: Wolf Star
Book 3: Wolf Queen
Book 4: Wolf Wing

The Enchanted Forest Chronicles by Patricia Wrede
Book 1: Dealing With Dragons
Book 2: Searching For Dragons
Book 3: Calling on Dragons
Book 4: Talking to Dragons
**Quartets for the Young Adult Reader**

**The Spectrum Chronicles** by Thomas Locke
- Book 1: Light Weaver
- Book 2: Dream Voyager
- Book 3: Path Finder
- Book 4: Heart Chaser

**The Dalemark Quartet** by Diana Wynne Jones
- Book 1: Cart and Cwidder
- Book 2: Drowned Ammet
- Book 3: The Spellcoats
- Book 4: The Crown of Dalemark

**The Immortals Quartet** by Tamora Pierce
- Book 1: Wild Magic
- Book 2: Wolf-Speaker
- Book 3: Emperor Mage
- Book 4: The Realms of the Gods

**The Watcher’s Quest** by Margaret Buffie
- Book 1: The Watcher
- Book 2: The Seeker
- Book 3: The Finder

**The Magician’s House Quartet** by William Corlett
- Book 1: The Steps Up the Chimney
- Book 2: The Door in the Tree
- Book 3: The Tunnel Behind the Waterfall
- Book 4: The Bridge in the Cloud

**Young Wizards** by Diane Duane
- Book 1: So You Want to Be a Wizard
- Book 2: Deep Wizardry
- Book 3: High Wizardry
- Book 4: A Wizard Abroad
- Book 5: The Wizard’s Dilemma
- Book 6: A Wizard Alone
- Book 7: The Wizard’s Holiday
- Book 8: Wizards at War

**Trilogies for the Young Adult Reader**

**Abhorsen Trilogy** by Garth Nix
- Book 1: Sabriel
- Book 2: Lirael: Daughter of the Clayr
- Book 3: Abhorsen

**Harper Hill Trilogy** by Anne McCaffrey
- Book 1: Dragonsong
- Book 2: Dragonsinger
- Book 3: Drongondrums

**Pit Dragon Trilogy** by Jane Yolen
- Book 1: Dragon’s Blood
- Book 2: Heart’s Blood
- Book 3: A Sending of Dragons